State of Illinois
Physical and Immunization Requirements for Students Entering
BELOW KINDERGARTEN

1. HEALTH EXAMINATION – conducted within one year
   
   • Physical Exam - signed and dated by doctor
   • Immunizations - signed and dated by doctor
   • Medical History - filled out and signed by parent
   • Physical Education - checked off by doctor
   • Mandatory Diabetes Risk Assessment

2. REQUIRED IMMUNIZATIONS
   
   • DPT - 4 or more doses - last booster after 4th birthday
   • Polio - 3 or more doses - last booster after 4th birthday
   • MMR 1 dose after the first birthday
   • Hib – Primary series or 1 dose between 15 – 59 mos.
   • HepB – 3 doses – 4 weeks/28 days between 1st and 2nd dose. 4 months minimum between 1st and 3rd dose.
   • Varicella Vaccine/Chickenpox - on or after 1st birthday (or proof of disease and date documented by doctor)

3. STATE REQUIRED LEAD ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE. **FOR THOSE LIVING IN ZIP CODE 60456, A LEAD BLOOD TEST IS REQUIRED.** The health form must indicate the date the assessment/test was administered by your doctor.

4. TUBERCULOSIS SKIN TEST – Mantoux type – **strongly recommended**

5. DENTAL EXAMINATION – **strongly recommended**

Students not meeting the above requirements will be **EXCLUDED** from school.
State of Illinois
Physical and Immunization Requirements for Students Entering
KINDERGARTEN

1. HEALTH EXAMINATION – conducted within one year
   • Physical Exam - signed and dated by doctor
   • Immunizations - signed and dated by doctor
   • Medical History - filled out and signed by parent
   • Physical Education - checked off by doctor
   • Mandatory Diabetes Risk Assessment

2. REQUIRED IMMUNIZATIONS
   • DPT - 4 or more doses - last booster after 4th birthday
   • Polio - 3 or more doses - last booster after 4th birthday
   • MMR - 2 doses - 1st dose after 12 months, 2nd dose no less than one month later
   • Varicella Vaccine/Chickenpox - on or after 1st birthday (or proof of disease and date documented by doctor)

3. STATE REQUIRED LEAD ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE.
   FOR THOSE LIVING IN ZIP CODE 60456, A LEAD BLOOD TEST IS REQUIRED. The health form must indicate the date the assessment/test was administered by your doctor.

4. DENTAL EXAMINATION

5. EYE EXAMINATION - required by state law as of January 1, 2008.

6. TUBERCULOSIS SKIN TEST (Mantoux type) – strongly recommended

Students not meeting the above requirements will be EXCLUDED from school.
State of Illinois
Requirements for Students Entering
SECOND GRADE

On August 19, 2004, Illinois State Law HB72 was passed which mandated all children in Kindergarten, Second, and Sixth grades have a dental exam.

HEALTH Requirements for Second Grade:

• Current Dental Exam
State of Illinois
Physical and Immunization Requirements for Students Entering

SIXTH GRADE

1. HEALTH EXAMINATION – Conducted within one year
   - Physical Exam – signed and dated by doctor
   - Immunizations – signed and dated by doctor
   - Health History – filled out and signed by parent
   - Diabetes risk assessment is mandatory
   - Physical Education – checked off by doctor

2. REQUIRED IMMUNIZATIONS
   - DPT – 4 or more doses – last booster after 4th birthday
   - Polio – 3 or more doses – last booster after 4th birthday
   - MMR – 1 dose after 12 months of age
     2nd dose no less that 4-weeks/28 days later
   - Hepatitis B – 3 doses – 4 weeks/28 days between 1st and 2nd dose
     4-month interval between 1st and 3rd dose
   - Varicella Vaccine/Chicken Pox – on or after 1st birthday (or proof of
disease and date documented by doctor)

3. DENTAL EXAMINATION is mandatory.

A tuberculosis skin test (Mantoux type) is strongly recommended but is not required for
entrance to 6th grade.

Students not meeting the above requirements may be EXCLUDED from school.